USE CASE

Moving Away from Manual Conversion
With Adlib PDF, this global innovation
organization was able to automate the
rendering of around 1,000 Microsoft® Office®
and CAD documents per day and improve
business efficiency.

THE INDUSTRY
Manufacturing

THE SYSTEMS

THE CHALLENGE
Having previously used Adobe software for PDF conversion, this global innovation
company needed a more efficient means to render around 1,000 text documents per
day (including project documentation, procedures, SOPs, and content migration).

THE DOCUMENTS

They were faced with a number of difficult challenges. This organization needed to:

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION,

• Improve the slow and manual current process of converting documents to PDF

PROCEDURES & SOPs IN MICROSOFT

• Find an efficient way to correct errors
• Handle the high throughput demands of the organization
• Work directly with their document repositories, SharePoint and Dassault Systèmes
PLM

OFFICE AND CAD FORMATS

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic

THE RESULT

document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most

Adlib PDF is designed for automating time-intensive manual processes, and was able

commonly-used Enterprise Content

to greatly improve the business efficiency of this organization. Adlib’s automated PDF

Management (ECM) systems and automating

conversion enabled internal and external users to rapidly create and exchange

the conversion of content from multiple

high-quality PDFs of Microsoft Office and CAD documents and share them easily

sources into more manageable and usable

with SharePoint .

formats to enhance documents at each of

®

By using Adlib, this global manufacturing organization achieved a number of benefits:
• Creation of an automated process for converting documents
• Elimination of slow, manual procedures

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:
capture, manage, archive and deliver.
Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation
of Advanced Rendering technology that is

• Reduction in the amount of document-centric errors

ideal for high-volume environments where

• Challenging throughput demands met

accurate, scalable and highly-available

• A tight integration with SharePoint and Dassault Systèmes PLM

document-to-PDF conversion and

Advanced Rendering with Adlib enabled this
manufacturing organization to rapidly create
and exchange high-quality PDFs and share
them easily with SharePoint.

transformation services are required across
the enterprise.
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